Navigated revision knee arthroplasty using a system designed for primary surgery.
While navigation is now recognized as an efficient tool for improving femoro-tibial alignment of primary knee prostheses, its use in revision surgery has not yet been fully evaluated. We describe a procedure based on a bone morphing acquisition performed on the surface of the original implants, followed by a dependant bone cut sequence (tibia first). Using the current system, a preoperative CT-scan measurement of the original femoral component was required. Knee balancing was achieved using spacer blocks, with the trial tibial component and the original femoral component still in place. Preliminary experience from 19 cases, some with severe bone loss requiring reconstruction, is reported. A retrospective comparison to 10 non-navigated revision cases performed concomitantly by the same operating surgeon was carried out. Although there was no significant difference in the number of outliers for the two series, navigation appeared to be a valuable aid in reconstructing both bone extremities, while controlling the level of the joint line. However, definitive validation requires further prospective and comparative investigations in larger series.